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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Twelfth Day: Saturday, October 21, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 104-12-21-20—12%W, 51%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#8)NONIKAS THUNDER: Good effort from 1-hole on debut; will love dirt   
(#4)LADY WARRIOR: Solid third out of the box at CD; creeps in for a tag 
(#6)LOVE TO LEARN: Nice late turn of foot for $50K; good 5F breeze since 
(#7)MIZZ FABULOUS: Gray sports a quick gate work; sharp blowout 10-18 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-6-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#8)HONOR’S PARADE: 1st off the claim for Amoss; love the cutback to 6F   
(#1)JEANNE’S SPEIGHT: Haltered by high-percentage barn out of last race 
(#7)UNFADING BEAUTY: Dirt form solid; barn sent out $66 winner Friday 
(#5)TRIBAL TRANSIT: License to improve in 2nd off shelf; better on turf? 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-7-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#5)SEEKING THE SOUL: Honest pace sets up late kick; drops from stakes   
(#7)CONQUEST WINDYCITY: He’ll love turning back to 8.5F; 2-for-2 locally 
(#1)SOCIETY BEAU: Gets blinkers and returns to dirt; very consistent colt 
(#3)CLEAR THE MINE: Made last start 13 days ago; “fast” dirt form dicey 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-1-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#7)KIRBY’S PENNY: Great claim for $40K, loves KEE; holds all the aces   
(#5)CHINA GROVE: Gets needed class relief; turf-to-dirt, blinkers “off” a + 
(#3)WHOLE SCOOP: Shade cheap but runs well fresh; 12-1 on morning line 
(#4)BEACH FLOWER: Like the cutback to 7F; good effort on the rise in last 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-3-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#9)LAST PLAY: Just missed at 8.5F trip on turf on debut; upside, overlay   
(#11)TRACK ROSE: Professional effort out of the box; “bullet” in holster 
(#1)QUEEN’S FATE: Game first start at KD; bred to love the stretch out 
(#3)SAHARA BREEZE: Rolling late at 8F trip in last; gets extra sixteenth 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-11-1-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)TRUE WEST: Tick cheap but in fine fettle; excellent main track form   
(#11)ZANDER ZONE: First off the claim for Diodoro; wide draw a concern 
(#4)WOODMANS LUCK: 9YO is a 13X winner; at best going 8.5F on dirt 
(#5)FUTILE: Tough trips in last two; turf-to dirt appealing but tries 2-turns 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-11-4-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#9)AMEREICA’S TALE: Turf-to-dirt and turns back; improving, great post  
(#7)ELUSIVE TRUTH: Got bet on debut; good 3rd from wide post, tighter 
(#2)PRINCESSOF THE NYL: Speed of the speed with Court; 15-1 on M.L. 
(#13)TREASURE IN HEAVEN: Barn holds her in high regard; Geroux rides 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-7-2-13 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#9)SMILING CAUSEWAY: $400K filly tries every time; handy and honest   
(#3)SPELLKER: She doesn’t have to come from downtown; 2nd off layoff 
(#4)EXCESSIVESPENDING: Flattered by Lovely Bernadette; sharp outfit 
(#2)CHERRY LODGE: Beat Rubilinda on the square 2 back; better on dirt? 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-3-4-2 
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RACE NINE—Lexus Raven Run Stakes (G2) 
(#7)TEQUILITA: 7-furlong specialist likes to win; versatile style, back class   
(#4)NONNA MELA: She will love the extra eighth; better on “fast” strip 
(#3)PINCH HIT: She has been a different filly with blinkers; likely overlay 
(#11)MISS SUNSET: SoCal invader gets great post draw; won 4-of-8 in ‘17 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-3-11 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#5)HALLIE BELLE: Game in stretch drive off shelf; moves forward today   
(#9)JAUNT: McGaughey barn having a good meet; better going 8 panels? 
(#3)SO CHARMING: Homebred has never run a bad race on turf; tighter 
(#7)TIME TO FLIRT: Loves place money but runs well off the sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-9-3-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


